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Charles and David Koch, owners of the 2nd largest private company in the U.S. have wealth 

estimated at $80 billion.  The Koch brothers are best known for their attacks on unions, worker 

rights, public education and for supporting anti-union candidates in key races in dozens of U.S. 

states.  The Koch brothers have an agenda to destroy public unions and privatize education and 

create right to work states throughout the United States.  The Koch brothers oppose unions 

because union wages cut into their sizeable profits.  Citizens United is a political action committee 

that contributes to candidates who support their agenda of corporate interests (no unions) and 

conservative causes.  The Koch Brothers have spearheaded a fund raising effort for the 2016 

Presidential election and according to the Washington Post have raised over $1 billion dollars.  

Citizens United won a case in the U.S. Supreme Court in 2010 which allowed independent political 

action committees to contribute to candidates and initiatives without restriction.  The Koch 

Brothers are heavy contributors to Citizens United.  Eli Broad is a billionaire with extensive 

involvement in LA Unified with the Public School Choice program in an attempt to hire independent 

managers and privatize schools in Los Angeles.  If unions are broken, the collective voice will be lost 

and the power of the middle class will diminish.  Proposition 226 in 1998 failed – it would have 

required all employers and labor organizations to obtain employee’s or member’s permission 

before withholding wages or using union dues or fees for political contributions.  Employee or 

member permission is to be obtained annually using a prescribed form.  Proposition 75 – would 

have prohibited public employee labor organizations from using dues or fees for political 

contributions unless the employee proved prior consent each year on a specified written form.  

Proposition 32 – if approved it would have banned corporate and union contributions to state and 

local candidates, banned automatic deductions by corporations, union and government of 

employees’ wages to be used for politics.
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The Center for Individual Rights is based in Washington D.C. and is a conservative public 

interest legal organization originally known for its opposition to affirmative action, Voting 

Rights Act and other equity policies.  This group has received grants from the Pioneer Fund, 

a controversial group known for its support of studies of possible genetic differences 

between races.
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States where unions have been strong have seen anti-union candidates elected to office 

and the loss of bargaining laws.  Once bargaining laws are lost or seriously diminished, all 

the gains made by labor over the past many years are in jeopardy of being lost.
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Two way street – members need to give good feedback to leadership so leadership can 

provide the best for its membership. 
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